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Introduction
Newcastle Community Cinema was started by five friends back 

in 2009. A voluntary, non profit making organisation based in Co 

Down, Northern Ireland, NCC, as we are known, was borne out 

of necessity, due to the complete lack of cinematic facilities in 

Newcastle, and has grown from it’s humble roots to become a 

major contributor to a wide variety of local community projects, 

events and organisations. 

Based in the beautiful Annesley Hall overlooking Dundrum 

Bay, NCC specialise in providing the community with a varied 

programme of quality cinematic entertainment, with movies 

for adults and children alike screened every month.  Having 

successfully delivered everything from a 3 day film festival  to a 

sell-out open air drive-in cinema alongside their core programme,  

NCC pride themselves on continually pushing the envelope in 

how film and cinema can play a vital role in our community, with 

themed events,  location-specific screenings and our strong 

relationships with local schools, businesses and other charitable 

and voluntary groups.

Community
Following our successes at last years awards, our profile locally has 

dramatically increased, and many more organisations, charities, 

teams, clubs and even businesses, both on our doorstep and 

further af ield, have been approaching us with a view to utilising 

our services for all manner of reasons, primarily for fundraising 

purposes. Ever mindful of the fact that we are not a f ilm club, 

but very definitely a community cinema, we have attempted to 

honour as many of these propositions as possible, within reason. 

This means that alongside our core programme this year, we have 

successfully screened in association with a pre school playgroup, a 

charity, a language society, a school and the community at large. 

Two of these screenings were fundraisers for the organisations, 

taking over £3000 for the pre school playgroup and the charity. 

Our community commitments have provided us with some 

fantastic results and memorable screenings - the knowledge 

that what started as a voluntary project for the love of f ilm, is 

now making very real contributions to worthwhile causes here 

and abroad, is extremely satisfying. This has presented its own 

diff iculties over the months however, with the increasing demand 

for “in association with” screenings imposing more and more on to 

our own core program, and occasionally clipping our wings when 

we want undertake larger projects, in the vein of last years Blue 

Moon Film Festival.

Interest had spiked massively in NCC, as people clamoured to 

use us a springboard to raise the profile of their own particular 

organisation - from football teams to mental health charities, from 

environmental interests to martial arts clubs - the benefit of what 

we could do was quickly becoming clear to a lot more people. As 

such we had to be extra mindful of what we were doing, and not 

saying yes to just any proposal - we already had commitments to 

adhere to, like Peter Pan for the playgroup,, and these would have 

to take priority alongside our normal monthly program.

 

One of the f irst commitments we had agreed to, and were eager 

to proceed with, was the fundraising screening for local charity 

Ten Foundations. Local man Ian Campbell, a truly extraordinary 

yet amazingly down to earth bloke, was helming an enormous 

f inancial burden on behalf of his charity, rehousing street children 

and homeless orphans in the Philipines. See www.tenfoundations.

org to f ind out more. Having decided on a Big Lebowski themed 

evening, with all its’ attendant whistles and bells, we worked closely 

with Ian and his team to put on a really unforgettable night for a 

very up-for-it audience. A raff le, quiz, bucket shake and bowling 

competition, not to mention copious amounts of White Russians 

and Sarsaparilla, all combined to raise much needed cash for 

the charity, as well as being an invaluable profile-raising exercise 

for those in the region previously unaware of Ian’s staggering 

endeavours. Most importantly, the night bought in a fantastic 

amount of over £1000, money Ian was able wire over directly to 

the Phillipines the following morning, to continue the schooling, 

feeding and shelter of the ever growing number of kids in his 

charities care. A brilliant night in the community, directly benefiting 

a very different type of community thousands of miles away. 

Elsewhere, and with several of the committee’s children already at 

Newcastle Pre School Playgroup, it was a no brainer for us to put 

on a fundraising screening to assist the group’s coffers when asked, 

and we worked closely with the staff and group leader to deliver 

a brilliant afternoon of entertainment based around the 60th 

anniversary of Walt Disney’s Peter Pan. Based at the Newcastle 

Centre, this fantastic playgroup has always struggled to make ends 

meet, yet consistently delivers peerless care and devotion to the 

little ones under its care each morning. It was a pleasure to work 

with them on an event that we helped them design, market and 

implement whilst of course taking care of the cinematic elements, 

leaving them to come up with all the other fun and games needed 

for a wonderful January afternoon. Rich in artistic application and 

vibrant characters, the foundations were in place for a magical 

afternoon for the 50 or so little ones in attendance. So we had fancy 

dress for all, a treasure hunt, sea shanty singing, a song and dance 
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workshop, cake decorating etc. all of which before a screening 

of the f ilm itself - a delight to see that after 60 years the Disney 

classics can still enchant and enthral children of all ages. Another 

brilliant community cinema event, which resulted in £2000 of much 

needed funds for the playgroup - a timely reminder for us at the 

beginning of the year of our role in the community, and what can be 

achieved, not to mention a very commendable amount of money 

raised in such austere times.

 

Our community involvement doesn’t just centre on the town 

of Newcastle itself - the links we now have with Down District 

Council have meant that we have been able to screen f ilms deep 

into the rural areas of the region as well. An example of this was 

the Council approaching us directly to screen a Christmas f ilm in a 

small rural village called Drumaness, about half an hour away from 

Newcastle, as part of a special one off District Council initiative 

in conjunction with the local Community Hall and the Drumaness 

Youth Council. The Dan Rice Memorial Hall is at the heart of 

Drumaness, a small but vital space run by local youngsters, for 

local youngsters. Having been asked to help out in a village with 

no means of collectively enjoying cinema, naturally we were only 

to happy to help, and sent a few of our number out through the 

snow to put on a festive screening of “It’s A Wonderful Life” for 

the villlagers of Drumaness. Despite the awful weather and tricky 

logistics of getting our equipment and screen set up in their hall, 

the result was a success -http://www.downnews.co.uk/dan-rice-

hall-buzzing-says-drumaness-youth-council, and it was a pleasure 

to be a part of such a special day for this often neglected rural 

community.

 

A further example of us providing our services to the rural areas 

of the region, was the screening that took place at the wonderfully 

named Turnip House, an environmental hub and cottage industry 

set deep in the countryside outside Castlewellan. Selling everything 

from homemade knitwear and crafts to organic produce, it is a green 

dream, and the owners are quite evangelical about their way of life, 

being self-titled “low-impact pioneers (!)”. Once we were aware 

of the ethos and message of John & Elaine and their sustainable 

way of life at Turnip House, we approached them directly over 

Facebook with a view to showing a very specif ic environmental f ilm 

called Living In The Future,the UK wide premiere of a documentary 

with a message about living in harmony with your surroundings 

which we had been made aware of. It was a perfect tie-in with 

our friends in Castlewellan, so of course we were happy to scoot 

out to the beautiful f ields of Turnip House, to show the movie 

to a very appreciative audience. Occasions like this are becoming 

more and more frequent, where we essentially hire out NCC’s 

services and expertise for external, location-specif ic screenings, 

and it’s really good to know that this what we offer alongside our 

own core program is also sustainable, necessary resource we are 

supplying to those who live around Co Down. Reaching out to 

rural communities with educational f ilm is just another string to our 

bow that we can offer.

Outside of our normal catchment area, our annual screening as 

part of Belfast Culture Night in September also benefited our 

community too - this year with over 30,000 people on the streets 

of Belfast, there was dozens of people stopping at our pitch, not 

only to watch the f ilm and play the games, but also to f ind out more 

about us and Newcastle, pledging to come to the town on a show 

night, stay down, maybe have some dinner etc. The times we have 

screened in Belfast, we have always noticed an increase in people 

talking to us about how they’ve meant to visit Newcastle for a 

while, and maybe the cinema is the excuse they need to get down 

to the seaside for a weekend break and a movie. Well, we like to 

think so anyway. Newcastle is a town that has tourism as it’s only 

industry, so any way we can boost interest to entice new potential 

visitors can only be a good thing.

But there was bigger and better on the horizon for us - an event 

we had dreamt of holding, since we started nearly 4 years ago. 

The NCC Drive In Cinema screening of Ghostbusters, as part 

of the Down District Council Hallowtides Festival in November 

was unquestionably a f lagship event for the town, an event on 

a unprecedented scale, the likes of which had not been even 

considered before, let alone implemented. We completely 

believed, perhaps naively, in our ability to successfully put on this 

type of screening, we had the collective passion and zeal for it, 

and with the contacts we had accumulated and the funding we 

managed to claw in for public funding and sponsorship, we were 

confident in delivering an amazing night for the community. But, 

be assured it was an enormous undertaking with more than it’s 

fair share of gremlins and concerns. The plan, once f inalised and 

agreed by all parties involved, was an 8.30pm screening for a sell 

out audience of 100 cars, in a corner of Donard Park in Newcastle, 

at the foot of Slieve Donard, just beside Dundrum Bay.

 

Working with our contact Giles and his outdoor screen team, 

we had an inf latable giant screen erected, with the audio track 

being broadcast directly into the attendant car stereos, on a local 

schools radio frequency that we had borrowed for the evening - 

another by-product of the new networks we have been working 

to establish. We thought that bit was pure genius, the f ilm’s audio 

being delivered directly to each vehicle - and the audience loved it 
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too. Alongside the screening itself, we became completely involved 

in a side project - namely the restoration of a defunct hearse 

donated by a local scrapyard - which we took it upon ourselves 

to resurrect, refurbish and rename the NCC Ectomobile! As close 

to the original Ghostbusters car as we could get it, fully driveable 

with lights and sirens, we took the new NCC/Ecto 1on the streets 

of Newcastle, visiting local community groups, and getting lots of 

photos taken with the town’s children. All the while, of course, 

publicising the main event - the movie was still 2 days away!

 

They say self praise is no praise at all, but we can’t help but be 

a little bit proud of ourselves following the outdoor screening 

of Ghostbusters. From our side of things, the sense of joint 

achievement was immense, and the sense of camaraderie and 

teamwork throughout the entire project was fantastic. The whole 

process was, above all else, FUN, which really is what it’s all about. 

If we aren’t having a ball putting on a screening, how can our 

audience enjoy it?

 

Community feedback, from audience members to the Council to 

local businesses, was all praiseworthy, and we already have the 

next outdoor screening secured for the end of August 2013 - we 

will be showing Ben Wheatley’s black comedy Sightseers in the 

picturesque environs of Tollymore Forest Park, an exquisite space 

with adjoining campsite, just perfect for this feature. Marketing 

continues apace, as we look to bring more people from out of 

town in for the screening, benefitting the community at large as we 

raise the profile of what Newcastle has to offer. Local businesses 

wholeheartedly support NCC, as any new attractions the town 

can boast can only serve to increase visitors and holidaymakers 

to come and spend time here. Again, another worthwhile, specif ic 

contribution into the local social economy, through being a new 

element in the town’s tourism attractions.

 

It is important to reiterate this point, we feel - in fact, two of our 

members have been invited to set up and spearhead a community 

focus group by the Department of Social Development, in order 

to ascertain the need for new community based assets for the 

area. Having recognised the dedication and strong relationships 

we have within the locality, the DSD approached us directly to 

represent the arts and f ilmic community within a steering group. 

Another member sits on a “Future Of The Mournes” lobby group, 

concerned purely with presenting a case to the MP’s and politicians 

for this area, currently designated as an area of outstanding natural 

beauty, to be designated as a “National Park”. The goals for both 

these groups, if they are successful, have enormous implications 

for the socio-economic future and impact on the entire South 

Down area. With all the achievements of NCC in recent months, 

it is impossible to overstate the enormous importance to us of 

continual collaboration with other community groups, alongside 

the town’s community at large.

 

Although we do extensive work and strong focuses within our 

local community, we are also becoming more involved in Northern 

Ireland’s f ilm community on a national scale.Having been invited 

onto the BFI National Film Hub for Northern Ireland, we now have 

the opportunity to be involved in shaping, even in some small way, 

the future of f ilm in our wee country.This is hugely important and 

exciting for us, as we aim to build working relationships across all 

aspects of the f ilm community, allowing us to grow, branch out and 

collectively share resources.

Last years screening in association with Glor Uachtar Tire, the Irish 

Language Society, was one of the more unexpected triumphs in 

our program, the showing of Cre Na Cille (Graveyard Clay) as part 

of the St Patrick ’s Day celebrations scored rave reviews from our 

audience, so we were delighted when they approached us again 

with a view to a screening of a new Irish language f ilm that sounded 

very unusual in concept. “Silence” is part f iction/part documentary, 

and follows its sound-obsessed protagonist on a cross-Ireland 

quest to record the purest, most undiluted silence that he can f ind. 

A fascinating tale, we were lucky to have the f ilms’ main actor and 

director Eoghan Mac Giolla Bhride join us for post f ilm Q&A, not to 

mention lashings of Guinness, Irish Stew and even the rousing tones 

of the 20 strong Castlewellan Irish Language Choir, embellishing a 

busy and fulf illing night. This commitment to GUT is another we 

are happy to honour each year, as we f ill it is mutually beneficial 

for those concerned, and is needed to highlight an important, 

if neglected, aspect of Irish heritage and culture, especially in a 

society as diverse as Northern Ireland. If our assistance in showing 

these f ilms enables or arouses people’s desire to f ind out more 

about themselves and where they are from, we reckon that’s a 

good thing. 

Our children-focussed arm, NCC-K, has really come into it’s own 

this year, having grown from occasional screenings in association 

with local events eg Newcastle Arts Festival, to being a regular 

f ixture every month - 3pm matinee, without fail. Mums and Dads 

as well as the kids are all so enthusiastic about what we do, that 

it is nothing short of a delight each month to put on another 

family favourite before our 8pm grown ups f ilm. In terms of the 

community, we feel we are giving both kids and families a new 

option of what to do on a Saturday afternoon each month, a local 

cinema showing a guaranteed great f ilm, presented and hosted by 
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locals who do really care about cinema, not in a business sense. 

Most recently, we have been steadily forging a relationship with local 

school Shimna Integrated College for some time now, particularly 

with regards to those students and tutors involved in the Moving 

Image course at GCSE level. We began working with them under 

the auspice of a “Shimna Takeover”, being a full day where we 

handed over the whole NCC operation to the students of Shimna. 

This meant the whole process of choosing, marketing and screening 

not one but two f ilms was given over to these students (under the 

watchful gaze of their tutors and NCC committee members). We 

had several meetings with the students at their classes, to discuss 

f ilm choice, marketing strategies, how to run the night, dressing 

the hall etc, and slowly but surely their interest in the project 

blossomed, especially as we informed them that they could screen 

their own 5-10 minute shorts, as created for their course, at this 

special day, as well as their own f ilm choices. This meant them 

sharing their work on the big screen with their friends and family 

on a day dedicated to the students. Luckily for us the students had 

exceptional taste, plumping for two great movies, Benigni’s “Life Is 

Beautiful” for the afternoon matinee, followed by “Pan’s Labyrinth” 

in the evening. We invested a large amount of time and love in this 

project over the weeks, but it was certainly fruitful, with the college 

very kindly donating a much needed £500 to the NCC coffers, and 

delivering a great day ran exclusively by the students, from running 

the door to serving at the refreshments counter, to playing the f ilm. 

Understanding that strangest of beasts - the audience - is something 

we are also trying to achieve, in order to deliver the best service 

and selection to all demographics that comprise our community. So 

much so that one of our number is actually on a 3 day workshop 

in London, a course that purely studies the development of 

audiences, and that provides new skills needed to develop f ilm 

education programmes in cinema. “Cultivate - Inspiring Future 

Audiences” is run by Film London, and we hope will provide us with 

a selection of new tools and methodologies to enhance our service, 

whilst simultaneously “skilling up” our core committee members, 

enhancing the knowledge we have to boost the potency of our 

program to the next level.

 

Hopefully these few examples convey just how far NCC is now 

interwoven into the fabric of the community here in County Down. 

The springboard of recognition from the BFFS gave us unparalleled 

kudos and credibility to the population, and the consistent level 

of activity we offer voluntarily, puts us in very good stead with 

all members of the community. These projects can sometimes be 

laborious and time consuming, but the rewards are second to none, 

and can only enhance our reputation as a legitimate, necessary 

community resource, who will always be in demand. That security 

is something we had hitherto only hoped to achieve, but is now a 

reality we are very proud of. We are also now working within the 

NI f ilm community alongside the BFI, Queens Film Theatre (Belfast) 

and Cinemagic ; an involvement on a national scale, where we have 

been assigned to represent all f ilm societies/community cinemas 

in Northern Ireland. It is clear to us now that we want to share 

resources with similar groups in NI - networking and interlinking 

with a variety of groups within the f ilm industry, not just cinemas. 

In the long run, this can only be of benefit to the NI f ilm industry as 

a whole, and that is of paramount importance.Closer to home, our 

involvement, albeit a small one, is also now intrinsically tied in to 

the growth in our own town’s socio-economic future - a factor that 

was acknowledged earlier in the year at the local Beyond Business 

awards, where we proudly took home the Best Social Enterprise 

Award - an accolade given to us directly by the local authorities, as 

well as our business community.
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“As a moving arts student I found the collaboration with NCC improved 

my understanding of the f ilm industry and my appreciation of f ilm. Text 

books could not have provided the technical, managerial and artistic 

insights in the way that the ’ live’ project was able to.

From start to f inish NCC presented clear instruction and guidance 

while allowing us the freedom to experiment in a non pressurised 

environment. This was an experiential project that was stimulating, 

motivational and educational. It gave me the conf idence to get the 

best out of my recent attendance at the summer school of the Royal 

Conservatoire of Scotland. But, most of all it was Great fun!!

Thanks NCC! Love you guys x x”

Sara Campbell

Shimna College. Moving Arts Student, Age 18

Thank you for the opportunity to record how Newcastle Community 

Cinema (NCC) has contributed to engaging the local community in 

Newcastle – the gateway to the Mournes – and the wider area.

NCC events – and they are very much events rather than screenings 

– are well designed to appeal to a range of ages and interests in the 

community and are subsequently widely advertised. They thus create 

an opportunity for local people to meet in a friendly and interesting 

environment.

Furthermore, feedback from tourism businesses attests to the fact 

that the group liaises closely with accommodation and other tourism 

providers to highlight this alternative activity for visitors. While 

Newcastle and environs is blessed with natural landscape beauty that 

is the equal of nay in these islands, indoor activities are less plentiful 

and the community cinema’s events are a welcome addition for visitors 

and locals alike. That many of these utilise a part of out built heritage 

– the Annesley Hall – is also to be welcomed.

I wish the group continued success”

Martin Carey, Chief Executive Mourne Heritage Trust 

“Newcastle Community Cinema has used f ilm-screening events to 

create a strong community following in an incredibly relaxed and 

sociable atmosphere. Newcastle Co Down is several miles from the 

nearest cinema, and NCC’s screenings bring a wide range of the 

community together over a glass of wine at a shared table (with a real 

tablecloth!) It’s more like a cross between the Oscars and a Hollywood 

premiere than trip to the Odeon!”

Geoff Ingram, Chairman, Newcastle Arts Festival

“Newcastle Community Cinema enabled our screening:

Back in January 2013 a group of friends decided to put on the 

NI premier of the f ilm ‘Living in the Future’ a documentary by 

undercurrents about Lammas, the UK’s f irst planned eco village.

We posted on Facebook that we were thinking of putting it on. Right 

away Rob and NCC offered help with equipment and setting up.

As we had not got a projector, or a screen (!) we gladly accepted his 

offer.

We borrowed their large screen, projector and sound system.

Braving a terrible day of blizzards and gales Rob and Dennis came up 

to our place and set up the whole thing, tested the sound and video 

and set us up for the screening.

The next night, in conjunction with groups across the UK we screened 

the premier to a hardy group from around the area and as far away 

as Belfast, who also braved the snow and ice.

Refreshments and Discussion followed, with input from some who 

had worked at Lammas. Everyone found it informative and enjoyable, 

and a great way to connect with others interested in low impact 

living. Many of us have been in contact since, sharing our ideas and 

experiences.

We plan to run more screenings of eco awareness f ilms in the 

Autumn, and hope to grow our audience.

Without the help of NCC, we would not have been able to pull it off 

so well, thanks!”

John McCombe Turnip House

“Shimna Integrated College is delighted with our new partnership 

with Newcastle Community Cinema. Ever since NCC’s foundation 

Shimna staff have been keen attenders, and the partnership is a 

brilliant opportunity to extend our enthusiasm to students, the next 

generation. Staff from NCC gave their time freely to meet students, 

consult them about forthcoming f ilm choices, and, best of all, train 

them up to run a Shimna NCC takeover evening. Students chose the 

f ilms, learnt marketing techniques, became reliable, learnt to set up, 

learnt to host, MC etc. A fantastic experience which has enormously 

enriched their Moving Arts A level experience.”

 

Ellen McVea, Vice Principal, Shimna Integrated College
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“NCC have offered a range of shows to cater for the desires of the 

whole community- young and old. They do their utmost to offer 

screenings and events that are relevant and in-season.  The Shining 

was their inaugural showing and Ghostbusters was another screening 

and both coincided with Down District Council’s “Hallowtides” 

Halloween Festival.

So not only are they representing the wants of the locals but they are 

also doing their utmost to work with local government.  NCC invite 

suggestions from the public and act upon their suggestions.  NCC do 

not just offer movies- they offer a full movie experience- which is a 

rarity.”

Sean Rogers MLA SDLP Assembly Member for South Down

“I absolutely loved the ghostbusters drive in, such a novel idea that 

got the whole community excited! It was brilliantly run and the 

ground staff were so eff icient meaning the evening ran smoothly. 

Unfortunately I didn’t get to see the end of the f ilm as I went into 

labour half an hour in! Not ideal! Again the excellent organisation 

meant I was easily able to leave to have my baby! Really hope there 

are plans for another drive in movie and maybe this time I’ ll be able 

to see the end!”

Stephanie Downey

“I am delighted to have the opportunity to acknowledge and support 

the work of Newcastle Community Cinema (NCC) as part of your 

application.

Down Community Radio has been operating a community radio 

license (awarded by OFCOM) since 2006. Down Community Radio 

broadcasts a range of music and discussion programmes with a 

distinct local f lavour representing the interests of all sections of the 

community across east County Down, including the areas around 

Downpatrick, Newcastle, Ballynahinch and Castlewellan. It is run in 

partnership with South Eastern Regional College and the studios are 

based at the college in Downpatrick.

The College, one of the six regional colleges in Northern Ireland, is a 

leading provider of further and higher education and has over 32,000 

annual enrolments, and a staff 1050 staff.

The College strives to be at the heart of the community which it 

serves. As such it supports the operation of Down Community Radio 

so as to enhance it’s curriculum provision through:

· an on going dialogue and involvement in the wider community

· supporting young people and other volunteers to develop a range of 

practical skills (eg media, technical and managerial skills)

· encouraging entreprise in individuals within the community

· having access to “real life” teaching/ training environments that 

inspire and build conf idence within the student body

· providing and facilitating placement / work experience opportunities 

for its students.

To maximise the benef it to the community Down Community Radio 

works in partnership with a range of community, public and private 

organisations within the area. Down Community Radio has been 

pleased to work with Newcastle Community Cinema in developing, 

promoting and supporting a number of initiatives that further the 

objectives outlined above.

In particular Down Community Radio worked in partnership with 

NCC to develop an appropriate cost effective technical solution 

to facilitate the f irst ever “drive in movie” in Newcastle. This was 

held in November 2012. The eff icient and effective delivery of this 

project has acted as a springboard for other initiatives. NCC, Down 

Community Radio and SERC are presently exploring a number 

initiatives to enable students and other individuals to complete and 

promote creative media projects throughout the area.

Down Community Radio also hopes to develop a specialist f ilm and 

cinema programme during 2013 – 14 and this will provide a further 

opportunity for the work of NCC to promoted and highlighted across 

the wider east County Down area.

I trust that this highlights our commitment to our working relationship 

with NCC and we look forward to the successful completion of many 

future projects”

Paul Walsh, Campus Manager - Downpatrick

SOUTH EASTERN REGIONAL COLLEGE
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